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The Chairman and Editor's little box
I would like to wish all our members a happy Christmas and a prosperous New
Year.
This is the season for visiting relatives so go armed with a note book (or even
better a voice recorder). Check your family tree beforehand for any fuzzy area
that an elderly relative may cast some light on and get people talking. After a
few glasses of sherry (for medicinal purposes) some interesting stories may
surface. If possible get several elderly relatives together as the memory of one
may jog the memory of others. Don't be surprised if memories differ - what was
told to the eldest sibling may not have been deemed suitable for the tender ears
of the younger ones!
And if you get a really good story, write it up and send it to me!
1
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The Secretary's scribbles
Greetings for Christmas!
It is good to be issuing our Journal
in December (as do many Family
History Societies) so we can wish
our members all the best of the
season at an appropriate time! We
hope it is a good season for you –
and perhaps Santa will bring you
some genealogical goodies or
grant you a demolition licence for
one of those brick walls.
At the recent AGM we had some
new blood elected to the
Committee: we go forward with
new ideas and more help. Please
help all on the committee with their
tasks – there is always something
you can do to help (even making
tea/coffee at meetings!) and all
help is very much appreciated.
As I write, it is a more hectic time
than usual in my household.
“Normal” has never been a
definable state but a pending
marriage of one of my sons has
led to a period of even less
“normal” than usual! And a new
trunk for the family tree which will
require me to acquaint myself with
Irish family history and perhaps a
need to use original documents
over in Ireland – well, why not?
We have visitors from New
Zealand over for the wedding with
much reminiscing which I hope my
sons have taken on board for
when they take up the family
history mantle in their dotage
(some hope!!).
Whether or not our offspring do get
into matters historical, I do wonder
at the mentality of some claiming
to be seeking their roots. Of late
some enquiries at help desks have
left me wondering if the enquirer
really wants to climb the
appropriate tree or an imagined
one of “always” Catholic ancestors

who NEVER deviated in the
spelling of the surname (one which
has three interchangeable
spellings!). While I might be
frequently accused of thinking
outside the box, there are good
reasons for never excluding a
common spelling variant – it is up
to us to prove whether or not it is
“our” family, not blindly disregard
an entry made by census
enumerator or parish priest purely
because they included an “e” in the
name. My maiden name, my
mother’s maiden name, my
husband’s surname and many
more in the tree appear with every
spelling variant that is known, plus
occasionally some stranger
versions too. We have to keep an
open mind.

should have been redacted – and
no, she did not die young. Then
there is the claim that the Electoral
Lists are searchable online –
again, many searches are giving
“nil found” even when using
phonetic or soundex settings for
first and surnames. I have not had
much time for deep checking, but
there does not appear to be a
detailed listing of the areas
included. It seems that some
advertising doesn’t provide that
essential “partial coverage”
statement!

Amongst the new goodies on offer
to help with our research is the
1939 Register now online through
Find My Past and much heralded:
be wary, only spend your dosh if
you need to prove a household of
those born before 1915 - or need
some birthdates for same. There
have been quite a number of
adverse comments on various
discussion lists including some
from those who purchased “a
household” to get a ledger page
and unable to work out even the
address of their forebear due to
the redacted entries (head of
household being born in last 100
years means the entire line is
redacted which takes out the street
address). I have searched for my
parents – who should be redacted
– and am informed they are not
found: I believe the search result
should be “redacted” but
seemingly FMP think otherwise,
which is misleading. My
grandfathers should both be in
Warwickshire: one is found - but
one is not, though two of his
daughters do appear and they
should be in the household with
him. Strangely, one of those was
born within the past century so

As we look forward to 2016 – and
our January social at Chilvers
Coton for those able to attend – we
want all members to use the
NNWFHS website more! Logon,
get into all the indexes, lists and
information available only to
members – you could be
surprised. Also, visit the shop and
check out all the material available.
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I guess the key phrase is “buyer
beware” – do not spend a penny
until you are sure that what you
seek should be online, and you
have exhausted other sources first.

A number of new CDs will be
produced in time for launching at
Who Do You Think You Are – Live
at the NEC in April. If you can give
half-a-day to lend a hand during
the show, do please let me know!
Wishing you a very seasonal
Christmas and a genealogically
successful 2016.
Jacqui Simkins

Light up
your
family
tree!
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An email to the secretary
Hello Jacqui
We have just received the new
NNWFHS journal and we thought
you would like to know that you
have a Beasley as a member of
the NNWFHS who is very much
linked to the Beasley/Childley
connection you found in the Davies
family book you found in
Shropshire.
The book was prepared by my first
cousin Juliet nee Beasley – her
father (Alfred Cecil Beasley) was
my father’s (William Thomas
Beasley) youngest brother.
My grand father, also a William
Thomas Beasley from
Attleborough married Edith Chidley
from Perkins Beach, Stiperstones
(his 2nd wife) having met her at
the Shrewsbury flower show! They
had six children with my father as
the first in 1905 and Cecil as the
last in 1918. The Beasley family
also link to the extensive
Mallabone family from the
Nuneaton area via my great great
grandmother.
The James Davies in the book who
ran the local shop married Edith’s
younger sister Ellen Chidley
- Incidentally the Ruth
Attenborough who was my uncle
Cecil’s wife (Juliet’s mother) was a
distant relative of the famous
Attenboroughs.
My wife and I have very
extensively researched the
Beasley’s primarily via the
Newdigate Records at Warwick
records office which we visited
regularly for a period of some 2
years, and also of course the
Parish records for Chilvers Coton,
Attleborough and Nuneaton

We have full records going back to
the later 1500s when the
Newdigates arrived in Arbury Hall
and found them purchasing
baskets from the Beasleys
(Besley) in the very first ledger in
their family records
Attleborough, where we first found
a Beasley relative (Elizabeth) in
1841 Census in Hall End, was
where I was born and raised and
my great grand father (George)
was the last who was listed as a
basket maker, and it was this
activity which allowed us to trace
the family back to the Arbury Hall
estate
We also researched the Childley
family who moved to Perkins
Beach from the Condover area
south of Shrewsbury and became
lead miners.
We joined the NNWFHS when we
started family research in about
2001 and now live in Sharnford
just off the A5 and very close to
Nuneaton so it was convenient for
research purposes initially at the
library.
We have enjoyed our time
researching and have over 15,000
records on our family database
from both sides of our family.
On my wife’s side there is family in
Somerset, Wiltshire , Shropshire
and London, not to mention an
Italian opera singer who was my
wife’s great grandfather and sang
regularly with Patti at Covent
Garden in the mid 1800s, so we
have visited plenty of places
looking at Parish records and
churchyards etc
Also we have connected to
relatives in the USA and Australia
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some of which were previously
unknown to us.
We have not done any recent
research and await the 1921
census being issued with interest.
It was interesting to see your item
in the journal and thought we must
tell you that the Beasley’s do still
exist
Regards
Neil & Pat Beasley

A request via our Facebook
page Trying to find school friends who
went to Nuneaton High School for
girls between 1952 - 1958
Anyone remember Nora Mee
music teacher, lived in Highfield
Road, 1950-1970
Anyone on here born in the 40s
who lived in Nuneaton in the 40s
and 50s?
Sara Chandler
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Have you had your DNA
analysed ?

Whilst there are several
companies providing DNA analysis
for use by family historians, there
are basically three types;

Membership Secretary; non –
members must make contact via
the Membership Secretary.
Dr Carole Eales

1. Y chromosome (Y DNA)
which will help trace the
male line ancestry.
2. Autosomal DNA which
works as a ‘family finder’
over 5 generations; ie to 3
x gt grandparents.
3. Mitochondrial (mtDNA)
which will help trace the
direct maternal line.
If you have submitted a sample to
one of the DNA testing companies
and would like to have your
surnames included, this is the
information we need [if you need
further information, please contact
me]
The searchable database contains
the following fields:

Having one's DNA tested is
becoming more and more common
within the genealogical
community. It has the potential to
provide evidence which may help
with that 'brick wall', a means of
finding 'missing' cousins or
relationship confirmation when
other records do not exist.
We have therefore decided to
create a database which we will
post on the website, in a similar
fashion to the Members'
Interests. Members who have had
their DNA analysed are invited to
include their ancestral blood-line
surnames on this database.
Privacy will be maintained;
personal contact details will
available to members only, by
consent.

1. Membership number
2. Repository – the
company who has
analysed the sample and
holds the data: Family
Tree DNA [FTDNA],
Ancestry, Oxford
Ancestors .. etc.
3. The type of test
undertaken: YDNA;
Autosomal; mtDNA
4. Surnames of up to 5
generations – to 3 x great
grandparents, where
known
5. The parish where
confirmation of the
Surname is firstly found,
by birth record, baptism
or similar evidence.
6. The year in which that
birth / baptism was
recorded.
Members may use the contact
details, as found on the Members’
Pages or make contact via the
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A message from your
Committee
NNWFHS Help Desks
It has been brought to our attention
that there are members of the
Society who have 'brick walls' in
their research, and feel they would
benefit from advice from more
experienced members within the
group. Within the membership we
have a wealth of knowledge of the
local area and, in addition, we
know a few ‘tricks of the trade’ as
to how and where to access this
information.
In response to this, we have set up
a 'help desk' which will be
available at our monthly meetings
at Chilvers Coton, and will
continue indefinitely, depending
upon demand.
If you would like to take advantage
of the 'help desk', please bring any
relevant documentation with you
and let Hilary know [she will be at
the registration desk] you have a
family history problem. We will
then do our best to help.
We would welcome feedback, as
to whether or not this is found to
be useful.
For those members who cannot
attend the meetings at Chilvers
Coton, we would like to remind you
that we are only an e-mail away or
can be contacted via facebook.
Further, if you have a relative ‘lost
in Australia’ one of our very
experienced members ‘down-
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under’ is also willing to offer her
help, via e-mail.
If you would like some advice,
please contact Jacqui Simkins and
she will make sure the most
appropriate person responds.
We are here to help...

Doreen’s Diary: The life of an
indomitable woman in
Warwickshire during World War
11
We welcomed Helen Eldridge from
Leek Wootton History Group to the
September meeting of the society.
Helen described how diaries
written by Doreen Wright, between
1940 and 1942, were discovered in
2004 and were subsequently
published with funding from the
Heritage Lottery Fund.
During the period covered by the
diaries, Doreen and her three
children were living with her
parents-in –law at Wootton Court

in Leek Wootton having moved
there from Buckinghamshire.
Her husband, F/O Gilbert Wright,
was declared missing in action in
1940, but Doreen never gave up
hope of his return and wrote her
diary to him until his death was
confirmed.
The diaries are not only a private
account of her life, that of her
children, and the local community,
but they also cover the Battle of
Britain and the Coventry Blitz
(when Doreen worked in the WVS
canteen) and the bombing of Pearl
Harbour. They provide an insight
into these and other events during
the two year period from a
personal perspective.
The diaries were discovered in an
attic by Doreen’s son and daughter
when Doreen died, aged ninety –
five, and they were handed over to
Leek Wootton History Group. The
group, in partnership with
Warwickshire County Records
Office, were successful in a bid for
funding to create a project to
publish the diaries.

The diaries themselves, along with
related papers and documents,
have been lodged with the records
office for safe keeping.
Doreen (nee Cooper) was
remarkable in other ways.
Together with her sister Joyce she
took part in the first Empire
Games, the forerunner of the
Commonwealth Games, in Canada
in August 1930 and won a gold
medal in the swimming freestyle
relay event. She was also an
accomplished artist.
After the war Doreen and her
children moved back to
Buckinghamshire and she never
remarried. When she died her
ashes were buried alongside the
memorial to her husband in the
churchyard of All Saints, Leek
Wootton.
www.doreensdiary.org.uk
Val Lewis

Austrey's First Mechanical Thresher - occupational changes from 1841 to1851

Returns from the first two national
population censuses made in 1841
and 1851 provide a detailed
"occupational profile" of the parish
of Austrey in the mid-1800s. As the
enumerators went from house to
house marking the ages,
occupations and status of the
inhabitants they collected useful
information helping us to monitor
occupational and demographic
changes in the parish at ten-year
intervals. The first survey taken on
24th May 1841 records 107
households with 479 people
resident in the parish on the night
of the census. The 1851 records a
10% increase enumerating 118

households, with 4 vacant houses
and a total of 543 inhabitants
(counting overnight visitors). The
1851 census also records several
new occupations, with signs of
entrepreneurial activity and
occupational diversification
alongside this influx of new
inhabitants. Apart from this there
were changes in the occupational
terminology. Retirees and those
living off savings or investments
classed as "Independent" in 1841
are called Annuitants or Army
Pensioners in 1851. Some of those
describing themselves as
shoemakers in 1841 are now
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called “cordwainers”, and there is
an increase in specific specialised
occupations connected with
tailoring and clothing production,
the listing of domestic occupations
such as dressmakers, a collar
maker and a shawl bonnet maker.
The 1851 census also identifies
householders working in traditional
occupations not mentioned in the
1841 census, such as sawyers, a
shepherd and a beehive keeper.
In 1841, Austrey was a typical
agricultural parish with seventeen
householders describing
themselves as farmers and 35
inhabitants listed as farm
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labourers. By 1851 it was still
primarily agricultural, but for the
same number of farmers there was
an approximate doubling of the
number of those describing
themselves as farm labourers,
many living-in on the farms with
their employers with a noticeable
influx of new arrivals, men like
Edward TAYLOR of Appleby,
George PARSONS of Hartshill and
Thomas HEATON of Chilvers
Coton. The farmers in 1851 ranged
from smallholders like Thomas
ROWLEY who occupied a mere
three acres to William BAKER
“overseeing” 315 acres and eight
labourers. Some of these
landholders combined farming with
other complementary activities.
George TILL who farmed 21 acres
also describes himself as a
Higgler, a dealer or small produce
trader. His wife Hannah worked as
a shopkeeper while his son William
called himself a “Higgler or
Carrier”.
The handful of householders
described as gardeners rather than
farmers probably supplied fruit and
vegetables to local
markets through these Higglers or
local produce dealers. Dealers and
Agents both worked as middlemen
hiring carriers to take produce to
market. There was some flexibility
or movement between occupations
through family connections. For
example William THOMPSON, one
of those listed as a gardener in
1851, had apprenticed his son to a
wheelwright.
About a fifth of the householders
listed were involved in traditional
trades connected with farming,
including in 1841 two maltsters
and two millers, five blacksmiths,
two wheelwrights and two carriers.
The 1841 census lists one
householder working as a “Nailor”,
originally a smithy making hand
forged iron nails but in the

Occupations

1841

1851

Farmers
Farm Labourers
Millers/Millwright
Maltsters
Wheelwrights
Carriers
Bricklayers
Nailors
Agents/Dealers
Gardeners
Retireees (Ind.)/Army Pensioners
Butchers
Blacksmiths
Rope makers
Saddlers
Shoemakers/Cordwainers
Tailors
Staymaker
Weavers
Schoolmasters
Schoolmistress
Professor (4 Pupils)
Clergy
Publicans/Innkeepers
Grocers, Shopkeepers
Higglers

17
35
2
2
5
2
7
1
1
3
7
2
5
2
2
3
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1

17
59+
2
2
7
2
8

New Occupations

1841

1851

Annuitants/ Army Pensioners
Carpenters
Hand Loom Linen Weavers
Shawl/ Bonnet maker
Machinists
Joiners
Sawyers
Hairdressers
Laundress
Collar makers
Dressmakers
Knitters
Hive Keeper
Shepherd
Paupers

1
5
4
2
6
1
2
6
6
1
2
1

2
2
2
2

4
1
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
20

Austrey Occupations recorded in the Censuses of 1841- 1851

Industrial Age applied also to a
skilled worker sharpening the teeth
on carding machines. Maltsters
and Millers were familiar both with
machinery and beer-brewing
processes and therefore in a good
position to engage in industrial
enterprises. John ROWLEY
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besides being a farmer describes
himself as a “Machine Thrasher of
Corn” which suggests that he may
have operated one of the new
mechanical threshing machines
that were stirring riots and protests
throughout the country. Most of
those who described themselves
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as bricklayers in 1841, men like
Arthur BASSET and William
MOUSLEY, were probably
employed in building houses, or
constructing walls and farm
buildings. However the 1851
census provides us with the first
evidence of a brickyard set up and
run by John LEES on four acres
leased from the Austrey Charity
Trust. LEES who describes himself
as a “maltster, miller and
brickmaker” employed boys as
young as 12 to make bricks,
including Thomas ORTON’s two
young sons and Joseph
THOMPSON’s son John.
The clothing trades are
represented in the 1841 census by
a weaver and five tailors, with John
RILEY, a seventy-year-old
“staymaker”, engaged in the highly
skilled task of fitting stays in
corsets. Tailors like Richard
SMITH who rented a farm croft
with an attached barn and orchard
from Mary TOMLINSON were
comparatively well off
entrepreneurs in this cottage
industry. By 1851 the demand for
clothing and fashion apparel
seems to have been increasing in
the parish with the enumerators
recording both a dressmaker and a
shawl and bonnet maker, a
hairdresser and a laundress, two
hand-loom linen weavers and a
knitter - Ann BIRCHER the
eighteen-year-old daughter of a
local shoemaker.
The two ropemakers, John and
Thomas ORTON listed in 1841
may have been part of rural
diversification, probably supplying
ropes for farmers and mill owners,
canal boats and the local
mineworks. Leatherworkers and
butchers both relied upon cattle
farming. The leatherworkers in
Austrey included two saddlers and
three shoemakers in 1841, and by
1851 there are further references
to "cordwainers", a trade more

properly applied to those who
worked in fine leather, indicating
perhaps a change towards the
production of luxury goods.

7

Strangely, there is no mention of
the vicarage in the 1841 census:
the only "clergy" listed being
represented by Theodore
ECHALAZ, who is simply listed as
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“clergyman” [see below].
According to Adam Taylor in his
History of the English General
Baptists (1818) the gospel was not
introduced to this "dark village in
Warwickshire" until 1802 when Mr
Goadby, the Baptist minister of
Packington, interviewed Mr Barnes
"a respectable inhabitant of
Austrey" and preached his first
sermon in Mr Barnes' wool room
(p. 370). The “respectable
inhabitant” was probably John
BARNES the wealthy landholder
listed in the 1841 census,
mentioned in the 1845 Tithe Award
and re-appearing in the 1851
census with his son William listing
his occupation as a Baptist
Minister.
The Anglican clergy, prominently
recorded in the 1845 Tithe
apportionment, re-appear in 1851
with the listing of William Herrick
DYOT as the vicar employing a
footman, a groom and a
coachman, a cook and two
housemaids. The presence of a
schoolmaster and a
schoolmistress in 1841 suggests
that most of the children in the
parish later described as “scholars”
were being instructed to read and
write, while Jean Hippolyte
LEFEBVRE, described in 1841 as
a "Professor of French" was
perhaps employed as French
master at nearby Appleby School
or perhaps was assisting the
clergyman with his four live-in
pupils.
Three publicans, and two
householders who describe
themselves as “grocers”, are
recorded in the 1841 census. The
Publicans, Samuel GRIMLEY and
Joseph BROOKS are identified in
the 1845 Tithe award as tenants of
the Wheatsheaf Public House near
the Church. The two grocers
include Abraham BEESLEY from
Birmingham, who occupied a
substantial house at the Over End

of the village, and Edward
THOMPSON, who occupied three
houses and a garden at the
southern end of the village in 1845
and who also describes himself as
a “Higgler” in 1851.
Among the retirees of independent
means was Mary TOMLINSON,
mentioned earlier, who rented a
small cottage at the southern end
of the village from Mr BARNES,
while leasing out a smallholding, a
house and land with an orchard
along the main street to Richard
SMITH. James JACQUES who is
listed as an Army Pensioner in
1841, recorded living in a small
cottage at the Nether End of the
Village in 1845, reappears as a
"Chelsea Pensioner" in 1851.
Among the wealthier sort were
Thomas RICHARDS (67), a retired
miller, and John WRIGHT (68),
“Retired from Business”.
Apart from the increase in farm
labourers, the 1851 census most
dramatically revealed the growing
number of paupers. Many of these,
like Rebecca PARKER and
Hannah MOUSLEY were widows
or widowers. Some were living with
their sons or daughters, or like
Elizabeth MOWBRAY (26) taking
"care of mother". A few like Mary
PRATT, were outsiders from
places as far away as Bristol, part
of a greater social upheaval and
population movement triggered by
the Industrial Age. These changes
in the parish are all signs of wider
social changes brought about by
industrialization, which became
more visible in later surveys.
Sources:

National Archives, National
Censuses 1841, 1851
(www.ancestry.com)
Adam Taylor, History of the
English General Baptists
(London, 1818)
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Note:
Theodore ECHALAZ does sound
decidedly foreign. I was curious
and some research resulted which
confirmed Theodore was indeed a
member of the Church of England
and was curate at Austrey
following a stint as curate at
Newton Regis [see
http://theclergydatabase.org.uk/ a
most useful site for pre-1840
clergy, you can also access lists of
clergy by parish]. The 1841
census suggests Theodore was
also running a small boarding
school as he has four boarderpupils aged from 7 – 11, none born
in Warwickshire.
Theodore left Austrey about 1843
to become vicar at Lullington, not
far away and just into Derbyshire –
a son was baptized at Lullington in
1844. In the 1851 census,
Theodore says he was born
Clapton, Middlesex and was 44.
The baptism of his son gives
Theodore’s full name as Theodore
Augustus ECHALAZ – and this
matches a death in 1858 recorded
in the Hastings registration area
[FreeBMD].
Theodore’s widow, Susan, lived for
about two decades in Ashby-de-laZouch prior to moving to the
Southport area where her
unmarried son, Reginald – born at
Austrey – was clergyman. She
died there in 1895 – just three
years after Reginald married Emily
TOWNSON. Reginald moved to
Lincoln where he continued as a
clergyman: Emily was over 20 yrs
his junior, but they had no children
[1911 census].

JS
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DO NOT GIVE UP - HAVE FAITH AND YOU WILL GET THERE
I am no expert in family history, but
I have learnt over the last few
years that you should not give up
in your search for answers.
My late Mum lost her
mother when she was only eight
years old. She tried for many years
to find out more information about
her mother's side of the family, but
with little success. A small amount
of information was found using a
professional family history
company.
This gave her the names of her
mother's parents and her mother's
brother. They were Frederick
Bradnock and Gertrude Mabel
Jackson with two children Christina
and Frederick.
We have a photograph of Christina
and a young man, this may or may
not be her brother.
I then took up the search for
information about that side of the
family. I found facts about the dad,
he had served as a shoe smith
with the Royal Horse Artillery for
many years. I found very little
about Gertrude Mabel. Also
Frederick Junior was in the
Birmingham eye hospital on the
1911 census.

Frederick Bradnock senior

Frederick (the son) also travelled
to
America and then returned home
to Nuneaton to the same address
as his father.
Later Frederick (the son) married a
Vera Annie Kendrick, a music
teacher in Nuneaton.
To obtain this information I used a
number of sources.
Ancestry.co.uk,

Above: Christina (& brother?)
Right: Fred & his friend who
went to USA with him

9
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Free Family History and
Genealogy Records and
CuriousFox.com.
From my post on CuriousFox,
out of the blue, I received a
message that made me , go wow after all this time a connection to
Christina's brother and his family.
A lady had put in the name Vera
Annie Kendrick to google and saw
my entry.
To say the least she was surprised
to see the information about her
grandparents. After making
contact the lady sent me quite a bit
of information, some of which is
here.
Fred (Frederick Bradnock) was the
son of Frederick Bradnock and
Gertrude Mabel Jackson, also the
brother of Christina Bradnock who
became Christina Parker my
grandmother.
All I know about Frederick Junior is
that he was in Birmingham Eye
hospital in 1911 and he may have
gone to Canada, returning in the
1930s He married a Annie Vera

Kendrick and lived in
Nuneaton. On his return to
Nuneaton he put on the shipping
manifest that he was returning to
101 College Street Nuneaton.
This is the address where his
father died.
Both Fred and his wife
Annie died in 1977. Any
information about Frederick and
his family would be very welcome.
What he did for a living, did he
have children, what happened to
them. Did he have any contact with
his Gran and Granddad etc. etc.
This is just some of the
information. So it pays not to give
up, keep going in the belief that
one day you will succeed.
The only regret that I have is Mum
did not live long enough to see the
information about her mother's
brother.

Bryan Roberts 2013-24

the contents below An article in the Nuneaton
Observer dated February 1972
features Fred aged 71 as "Violin
maker extra ordinary" He lost the
sight of one eye as a child playing
Cowboys and Indians. Just before
WW2 he was asked to mend a
violin. He said he knew little about
repairing them but soon learned
how, and went on to make his
own. He retired from working at
Dunlop in about 1965. His wife
Vera was a professional violinist
playing under her maiden name of
Kendrick. She came from a
musical family - her father,
George, played the cello and her
sister Gladys played the piano.
Besides being a violinist she also
played the piano and in the 1920s
played in local cinemas for silent
films. She was an Associate of the
London College of Music, an active
teacher and lead violinist for
several local orchestras.
Vera died at the age of 75 two
months after Fred.

Bryan also sent me two newspaper
cuttings and I have summarised

Frederick with his wife (Annie) Vera and their daughter
10

Ed.
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It’s all on line……..

not lend itself to scanning for web
images.

Oh ! how I would love £1 for every
time I’ve heard that phrase, or
similar, when discussing our parish
register transcriptions !
When the various commercial
subscription sites announced they
were to host copies of the actual
registers, in our case Warwickshire
ones up until 1910, we did wonder
if our ‘transcription project’ should
cease. If all the data were on line
and accessible, then what were we
doing ? Thankfully, we decided to
continue with the project until we
knew for certain what was
available.
However, it soon became apparent
that, although the registers are, by
and large, available, it is the quality
of the images which leaves very
much to be desired. By and large,
the filming is good, but the
problems often lie with the poor
quality of the register itself, which
no amount of expert filming can
overcome.
For example, anyone interested in
the Weddington registers would be
hard pressed to make sense of the
baptisms conducted there by the
Rector, Rev. Sanford; there must
have been an accident, and the
register was thoroughly soaked in
a red liquid, possibly wine. Whilst,
with care, it is possible to decipher
the actual register, it certainly does

Apart from the recurring problem of
dreadful handwriting, entries
written in pencil or in ink which has
been so diluted it is too feint to
read, and entries badly altered,
there is also the serious problem of
missing pages. When using the
web-based images it is vital to
keep a note of the register entry
numbers; those printed in the
register are relatively easy to
follow, those entered by the Clerk
can be confusing, particularly if he
appears to be relatively
innumerate ! Keeping track of the
entry numbers does at least
highlight pages missing, either
removed from the register or, more
likely, missed during the filming
process.
Anyone using the on-line baptismal
register of Hartshill should be
aware the entries 473 to 488
[1909/10] have not been filmed,
whilst [blank] pages 16 and 17
[1908] of the Mancetter register
have been removed. Worse still is
Churchover; the baptismal register
suddenly finishes in 1880 and
entries have not been filmed up
until 1905. Whilst these few
examples relate to the baptismal
registers which are currently
occupying our attention, burial and
marriage registers are equally
deficient. Be very, very careful
and watch out for missing entries !

Finally, another issue which we are
addressing, is the fact that many of
the registers filmed, allegedly to
1910, finish well before that date.
For example, baptisms in Chilvers
Coton, a very busy parish, finish in
1903; Merevale at 1899; Lea
Marston at 1894; Polesworth at
1905. Few registers go to the end
of 1910.
Given these problems, it is
therefore no surprise that we
spend hours and hours at
Warwickshire County Record
Office, filling in gaps, deciphering
handwriting and generally trying to
make sense of what is contained
within the registers.
We extend our grateful thanks to
the Archivist in Charge at Warwick,
who has been most helpful by
allowing us access to the original
registers, without which our
transcription project would have
failed long ago. We sincerely hope
that our efforts which lie behind the
CDs we produce prove useful in
your research; you can be sure we
have really tried to help you !
… and, by the way; if anyone
would really like a challenge, there
is always room for him/her on our
team !!
Dr. Carole A. Eales
Project Manager.

Church Court Cases on Wills
My current volunteer task at
Lichfield Record Office involves
the testamentary cases heard at
the Consistory Court – a large
collection. I prefer to work on
ecclesiastical collections as these
include much of Warwickshire.

The project documents are full of
names as people were called to
substantiate that a will was correct
and as the testator wished – often
as a result of a challenge being
raised. Witnesses are frequently
local people, friends or family who
are asked about circumstances,
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family, and such. Fascinating
reading.
A previously typed alphabetical
personal names index covering
1740s to 1800s needs to be made
into a computer database. All
those named in the cases are
indexed – not just the testator.
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However, the original indexer has
made life somewhat complicated
as each variation of given or
surname within a single case is
indexed separately: not a serious
problem when searching for COOK
or COOKE (now listed as
COOK[E]), but a big problem when
faced with some variations and
shortforms. Within a single case it
is to be expected that initially a
name is given in full, but
abbreviated in subsequent
mentions – you would not
therefore usually index it in both
forms. Another problem arose too,
as, for example, Sa. Jeffc turned
out to be indexer’s own shortening
(the original named her as Sarah
JEFFCOAT, the document
included BUCKLER, KING,
BAILEY in Stockingford).
Researchers know how atrocious
the spelling was of many scribes:
when making indexes as search
aids, the aim is to enable basic
searches, thus indexing has to use
full names where there is no
obvious dubiety: Wm, Will, Willi
could all be William though Will
was a name on its own; Eliz, Elzth
and Elisabeth need to all be
Elizabeth, with Eliza left as such.
In an index, there is a case for Ann
and Anne to all be shown as
Ann[e] as they frequently gain or
lose the e within a document. To
produce a database a degree of
standardisation is required in the
inputting to enable full and proper
results when a search is made –

which is why there are differences
between original and index. A
transcription is another matter – it
should show variations.
The existing typed list also shows
many individuals with an alias: it
seemed a high proportion
compared to the number found
during other projects. A few
originals were checked: these
showed a daughter with a different
surname being assumed to be
born with the same surname as
the testator. It therefore seems a
relevant number of “als” should
have been “nee” but changing
would take a lifetime, as every
document would need checking.
However, it is not an assumption I
would automatically make unless
the document clearly also shows
the daughter as being “wife of”. A
statement “daughter of” with a
different surname to testator could
be a natural child using her
mother’s surname; this is even
more relevant when the testator
was mother of the girl – mother
could have had more than one
marriage. The actual documents
along with the will may clarify
some of these anomalies for
personal researchers but it is a
task beyond a volunteer to check
each and every instance.
When the many thousands of
names are in the database, we
hope that cross-referencing can be
done to make this useful series of
material more accessible. There is

a separate index to places
mentioned in the documents – it
would be nice to think that, with
time, this also can be added to the
personal names database so that
John SMITHs from, say,
Middleton, Derbyshire are easily
separated from those of, say,
Middleton, Warwickshire. It will
take thousands of hours of
work…do not hold your breath on
getting an index soon – it took
years to do the marriage bonds
that are on CD.
However, it is well worth your
checking for any disputes over
wills pre-1858 proved in Lichfield
diocese [or in another diocese
where your forebears died – they
may not have a personal names
index though]. Go to Lichfield RO
(having pre-booked a table), ask
for the Consistory Court
Testamentary personal names
index, check for the testator’s
name and order the documents;
you should order the original will
too – if “yours” you can then order
photocopies, or buy a camera
ticket for the day and take images.
While using the names list, just
check any other surnames in your
tree - you might just bring down a
brick wall!!
And do it while you can still use
the full facilities at Lichfield RO!
Jacqui Simkins

Website matters
As most of you will be aware the website is not functioning properly. It seems that an update to the operating
system intended to improve functionality may have done just the opposite. Bear with us, it will be fixed.
There is a wealth of information on the members only part of the website, but few members are logging in to
access it. Why? Logging in is easy - just a user name and a password and away you go - so why are you
not doing it? A user name and password were given to you when you joined the Society but if you are like me
you soon forget them. If that is the case email Dr Eales and she will readily provide you with new ones. If you
want a specific password let her know and it will be done. Most web browsers these days will, when you first
log into a site, ask if you want to save the password for that site. This is very useful and allows for easy future
log- ins. Do not do this on public machines, i.e. at libraries or internet cafés

12
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A Short History –
Manor Park Grammar
School, Nuneaton
1950 - 1977
8.40 - 3.30
“A. was summoned to Room 0. In
a building of forty rooms, which
were all numbered, Room 0 could
only mean trouble. What could it
be? Could he have been seen
sneaking up the drive at nine?
Was he seen running around the
experimental tank in the old block?
He did not know.
A. sat nervously down, tapping his
travel warrant, commonly called
amongst the operatives - ‘bus
passes’.
As he waited he could imagine the
staff instructors, busily attending to
their duties, in the case of the
foreign section in Room 11 behind
shutters. From their ﬁrst entry into
the ‘school’ the operatives were
subject to screening. They were
toughened up in a specially
constructed gymnasium, and
sometimes subjected to the
rigours of the experimental tank.
In Room 1 a class of eager
operatives were being shown how
to lean specially constructed steel
ladders against walls; the
instructors emphasising the
importance of finding the right
spot, showing how this could be
done by the use of formulae, with
the code names of Tangent, Sine
and Cosine. From their first year in
the school the operatives had
been instructed in codes, known to
them as algebra.
The standard method of
communication, however, was
called by its code name
E.N.G.L.I.S.H. and taught by a
specially trained staff. All internal
communication was carried out by
this method. The operatives were
shown how subtle insertions of
letters could change the sense of
the message. It was known as
S.P.E.L.L.I.N.G.

In specialist rooms throughout the
building, male and female
operatives were being instructed in
their own special branches,
languages and workshops.
A. thought of these things as he
approached the door which was
thinly disguised as a headmaster’s
study. A. knew better. The chief
instructor called him in. What
would it be this time . . . “

Daily life at Nuneaton’s Manor
Park Grammar School could be
tough, as recorded in the
school magazine, “The Wheel”
by T. Lyons of the upper sixth
in 1966 !
This passage opens “A Short
History” written by old scholar
Alan Merry, which includes
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recollections from over 30 old
scholars as well as material
garnered from, among other
places, the archives at
Nuneaton Library, Warwick
County Record Office, the
British Library and the National
Archive, Kew.
Much of the material comes
from “The Wheel”, (supplied by
several old scholars, largely as
a response to an article in the
NNWFHS Journal) which not
only reflect the thoughts and
attitudes of both pupils and
teachers, but also the relatively
relaxed and progressive
relationships between them.
On retirement one teacher
described Manor Park as “the
happiest grammar school I
have ever known”.
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The resulting book, paperback,
228 pages, including over 60
photographs/illustrations has
been published by Chilvers
Coton Heritage Centre.

added. In 1960 the school
became Manor Park Grammar
School, while, in keeping with
its motto, “Tempori Parendum”,
it continued to move with the
times.

It was Warwickshire’s first
technical school when it
opened in 1950, occupying
premises that since 1927 had
been Manor Park Secondary
School. As the school
expanded to accommodate fifth
formers and sixth formers
additional classrooms and
science laboratories were

Not only is the daily life of the
school told, but it is set against
the background of the social
and political changes of the
period, including the
controversial “Circular 10/65”
which advocated the ending of
grammar schools and the
eleven-plus examinations. It
was this political change that

meant that Manor Park’s last
grammar school pupils entered
the school after sitting
Nuneaton’s last eleven-plus
examination in 1972. They left
in 1977, the last sixth-formers
having left forty years ago, in
the summer of 1975.
Priced at £11.90, ‘A Short
History’ is available from
Chilvers Coton Heritage
Centre, Avenue Road,
Nuneaton or via the website www.manorparkgrammarschoo
l.co.uk

Ghosts of Christmas past
When I was little, a long time
ago, when the Dead Sea was
merely sickening for
something, we did not start to
think of Christmas until bonfire
night was over. The real start
to the festive season was the
school Christmas party. This
was always in the evening and
all the parents turned out to
help. We had spent the days
before making paper chains
from strips of coloured
gummed paper. It took a lot of
strips and a lot of spit to get a
chain long enough to span the
school-room.
Come the evening someone
appeared with a pair of
pressure lamps which were
hoisted up into the beams to
provide illumination. As the
pressure in the lamps dropped
the light dimmed and about half
way through the evening the
lamps were lowered, pumped
up and then hoisted back to the
beams.
We had various games with
music provided by Mrs
Whatmore with her wind up
gramophone with a huge green

horn. She had but a small
collection of records and we
could guarantee that 'The
Yellow Rose of Texas' would
figure at some point in the
evening. The games were the
usual old favourites, musical
chairs, jolly miller, pass the
parcel (which started out as a
huge box and ended up as a bit
of tissue paper around a halfcrown piece) and postman's
knock with kisses for your
current girlfriend. In later years
a new teacher thought this was
a tad insanitary and substituted
handshakes for kisses. It was
not quite the same.
Later in the evening Father
Christmas arrived and handed
out presents, I remember
having some lead soldiers
(made from real poisonous
lead). We all knew that this
was not the real Father
Christmas but someone
dressed up. Who it was I know
not. Opinion was divided as to
whether it was Mr Jones or Mrs
Childs.
After the party, no more school
and we awaited the real Father
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Christmas. The Christmas tree
was dug up out of the garden
on Christmas eve and put into
a small wooden keg with
crumpled newspaper and a
cat's cradle of string to keep it
upright. For decorating the tree
there were a few streamers
and a motley collection of
Woolworth baubles, some of
them pre-war. These were
augmented with small crackers
strung on a thread and
wrapped around the tree. We
also had real candles in metal
clip-on holders. These might
get lit, under close supervision,
for a limited time. The candles
were expected to last for
several years. The final touch
was to tie on chocolate baubles
(shaped chocolates wrapped in
coloured foil and equipped with
a gold coloured string for
attachment). These were
gradually picked off over the
twelve days of Christmas.
Some were in the shape of
pocket watches - these were
avoided by those in the know
and only eaten as a last resort
when all the others had gone
as they were not very nice.
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At bed-time we pinned a pair of
stockings together with a safety
pin and hung them over the
bottom of the iron and brass
bedstead. Told that Father
Christmas would not come if
we were awake we soon
dropped off - to awaken in the
early hours of a pitch black
Christmas day. There was a
whispered conversation - "has
he been yet?" Followed by a
foray to the foot of the bed to
feel the stockings. Yes he has!
It was then up to older brother
to call out - "Mum can we light
the candle?" If permission was
wearily granted the candle was
lit. If there was silence the
request was repeated until
permission was given
Stockings were emptied first small toys, sweets, a tangerine
and some nuts down in the toe.
Then see if there was anything
larger. There usually was boxes wrapped in brown paper
and fastened with string (I don't
think sellotape had yet
penetrated to out-back
Shropshire). My brother soon
discovered that recalcitrant
string could be removed quite
easily by burning through it with
the candle flame.

Christmas dinner was always
goose, which had the added
advantage of also providing
next year's supply of goose fat
for medicinal purposes. I am
told my mother once raised a
turkey for Christmas. The bird
was christened Cuthbert, soon
became a pet and had the run
of the house. Cuthbert got up
to mischief and once ate the
butter off the table when
mother's back was turned. I
was a baby at the time and
Cuthbert would stand guard
over me when I was outside in
my pram. Then they ate him.
But not with any great relish being on first name terms with
your dinner smacked of
cannibalism and we never had
turkey again.
Christmas pudding came with
whisky laced white sauce and
we had to be careful eating it
because it contained half a
dozen silver three pence
pieces. If you got one in your
portion it was supposed to be
lucky. After dinner you handed
the coin back for reuse the
following year.
In the evening we went into the
dining room as it was a special
occasion (dinner was usually

eaten in the warm kitchen).
The paraffin lamp was carefully
carried in from the kitchen (the
mantles were fragile) and the
fire was lit and chairs arranged
in a semi-circle around it.
Eventually it became warm
enough within the semi-circle
that you only needed one
pullover. Outside the semicircle it was freezing. The best
bit of the evening was roasting
chestnuts. These were
impaled on the prongs of a
toasting fork and pushed into
the fire. Sometimes a chestnut
fell off and there was a mad
scramble to retrieve it before it
was completely incinerated.
Then supper of goose
sandwiches (with stuffing) after
which it was time for bed. No
one looked forward to this as
the bedrooms were freezing
and the oak floor boards felt
like ice. The aim was to get
undressed, into pyjamas and
into bed before either you froze
or the candle was blown out by
a draught.
The one abiding memory of
Christmas in a Shropshire farm
house was that it was always
cold.
JAP

Christmas in the Deakin household - 1957
Christmas Eve 1957 in the
Deakin household at 123,
Bracebridge Street, Nuneaton,
an excited 4 year called Helen,
had spent the day putting
Christmas decorations up with
mum. Dad arrived home from
work and we all had dinner
together. I could hardly sit still
long enough to eat mine as
there was still the Christmas
tree to decorate and the wine,
mince pies and carrots to put
out for Father Christmas and
Rudolph the reindeer. Finally

dinner was cleared from the
table and the task of decorating
the tree could start. With the
tree decorated the mince pie,
the sherry and carrots were
placed by the fireside right
where Santa could find them
when he came down the
chimney. What time will he be
here, how will he know where
to come, how does he squeeze
down the chimney, where does
Rudolph and the other
reindeers stay, the list of
questions was endless and
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must have driven mum and dad
mad.
Eventually bedtime came and I
was tucked up in my bed with
the pillow case for my presents
hanging on the bed. Hugging
my teddy bear, quite wondering
how I was going to sleep,
tossing and turning, I finally
must have dropped off. Only to
be woken by the sound of clip
clopping, he was here! Santa
had arrived! I could hear
Rudolph trotting down the
street. I had to hurry or I would
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miss him. I stumbled out of bed
half asleep and ran down the
landing into mum and dad’s
room, shouting, get up, get up,
Santa’s outside, he is here get
up quick or you will miss him. I
threw open the bedroom
curtains expecting to see
Father Christmas, Rudolph and
the reindeers, and there he
was, in all his splendour of cap
and coat, the Co-op Milkman
delivering the milk!!!!
Needless to say, mum and dad
were not impressed, I was
hurried back to bed and tucked
up once again with a warning
that Father Christmas would
not come if I got out of bed and
he did would not visit if he

Helen with
Teddy

thought he would be seen. I
stayed in bed the rest of the
night although sleep was the

furthest thing on my mind. But
when I heard someone
tiptoeing in my room and the
sound of rustling I closed my
eyes very tight, not daring to
open them. The next morning I
woke to find my pillow case full
and once again I made the
journey along the landing to
open my presents in mum and
dad's bedroom. Just to prove
he had been mum showed me
the crumbs left over from the
mince pie, the empty glass of
wine and the half eaten carrots
that the reindeers had nibbled.
I never did and never have
seen Santa yet, has anyone
else seen the real
Santa??????
Helen Deakin

Mother's old scrap book
I say mother's, but as some things in it pre-date her birth in 1903 it was probably her mother's. It contains many examples
of Victorian and early Edwardian greetings cards, some of which grace this issue's cover. One thing that stands out is that
there is not a single Father Christmas / Santa Claus. Most depict flowers, scenes or religious or social homilies. Smoking
figures on some of them - no connection then to lung disease.
The example at right reminds us that many were poor and
destitute in the days before the welfare state and had to rely on
charity or handouts from the better off.
If you think that Xmas is a modern abbreviation, think again. The
example below right is one of several using it well over a century
ago.
There were humerous cards too like the one below, although it's
subject matter would not be politically correct now!
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THREE NAMES ON THE MAXSTOKE WAR MEMORIAL
I’m writing this article on the 9th
November. In two days time it
will be Armistice Day.
Yesterday was Remembrance
Day when services were held
all over the country to
remember our brave men who
died in the service of their
country in two world wars and
later conflicts.
Since working on our world war
one project and researching
the names on our local war
memorials I have learnt more
about the conflict and come
across some tragic stories,
none more so than these three
men whose names are on the
Maxstoke memorial. All three
were killed whilst serving their
country but none were killed as
a result of direct enemy action.
Two of these men were killed
on the same day, 19 August
1918 and both have a war
grave in Maxstoke churchyard.
One was Flight Lieutenant
Robert Edward Andrew
MacBeth and the other was
Aircraftman H Simmons, both
of the newly formed Royal Air
Force. Robert MacBeth was
the pilot of a Handley Page
aircraft, on a test flight from
Castle Bromwich and H
Simmons, was a “passenger to
make up war load to pilot’s
instructions”. The plane lost
fabric from a wing and crashed
at Maxstoke. This was quoted
as being the worst accident in
the first year of the Royal Air
Force and all on board were
killed.
Robert MacBeth was the son of
William John and Annie
Colhoun MacBeth, of 60 Brock
Avenue, Toronto, Canada. He
had a B.A.Sc from the
University of Toronto and had

qualified for his Royal Aero
Club certificate on the 19th
May 1916. He was aged 28. H
Simmons was the son of Henry
and Emma Simmonds, of The
Cross, West Meon, Peterfield,
Hampshire. None of the other
men killed in the crash are
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buried at Maxstoke so
presumably they were taken
back to their home towns for
burial but these two lie in a
churchyard many miles from
their homes.
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married Violet and they had
two children.
HMS Natal was a Warrior class
armoured cruiser built for the
Royal Navy and completed in
1907. During World War 1 she
was assigned to the 2nd Cruiser
Squadron but did not
participate in any battles. On
30 December 1915 she was
anchored in Cromarty Firth. As
it was Christmas time Captain
Back and his wife were hosting
a film show on board and had
invited the wives and children
of his officers, a friend of his
and his family and also nurses
from the nearby hospital ship,
Drinato. Everyone was
enjoying the show, when just
before 3.30 in the afternoon
there was a series of violent
explosions in the rear part of
the ship. Just five minutes later
the ship had capsized with the
loss of all those on board
including Captain Back and his
wife.

Both Mac Beth & Simmonds
have war grave headstones
in the churchyard.

The third name on the
Maxstoke memorial is Captain
Eric Percy Coventry Back. He
was a captain in the Royal
Navy in command of HMS
Natal. He was born in 1870 in
Torquay, Devon but the family
must have moved shortly after
he was born because on the
1871 census the family is living
in Maxstoke. He was the son
of the Reverend Samuel Back
and his wife Eugenie. His
father was the vicar of
Maxstoke from c1870 until his
death in 1917. In 1912 he

It was at first thought the cause
may have been a torpedo from
a German U-Boat or a
submarine land mine. Neither
of these however had been the
cause. Later investigations
concluded that it was caused
by an internal ammunition
explosion possibly due to faulty
cordite. The total loss of life
was over 400 including crew
members; this number included
seven women and three
children. The loss of life could
have been double that but for
the fact that about 400 of the
crew were on Christmas leave.
The bodies of Captain Back
and his wife were never
recovered.
This accident is very similar to
one which occurred just over a
year earlier in November 1914
when HMS Bulwark was sunk
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due to a series of explosions at
the rear of the ship. On this
occasion the ship was moored
on the river Medway opposite
to the town of Sheerness in
Kent and the loss of life much
heavier. A total of 736 men lost
their lives as all the crew were
on board. One of these men
was William Edward Gregory,
an able seaman who was born
and bred in Atherstone.
Cordite is a notoriously
unstable substance and led to
the loss of three more ships,
HMS Princess Irene in 1915,
HMS Vanguard in 1917 and
HMS Glatton in 1918. All were
needlessly destroyed by
internal explosions causing the
deaths of 2291 sailors (total
from all five ships).
Most of her wreck was slowly
salvaged over the years and
the remains blown up in the
1970s so they were no longer a
hazard to navigation. The
remains of her wreck are
designated as a protected
place under the Protection of
Military Remains Act 1986 as a
war grave.
A Memorial to HMS Natal was
erected in Durban in 1927 and
there is also a memorial plaque
to Captain Back in the officer’s
mess in HMS Excellent, Whale
Island, Portsmouth. A garden
called Natal Gardens was
opened in 2000 at Invergordon
which contains a
commemorative plaque
remembering Natal. It has a
maritime theme and is tended
by volunteers,

Celia Parton
See also
NNWFHS Publication- Stories
from the Great War
Maxstoke Memorials by
Michael Walpole
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The elusive Rev Dick - the story of Richard Shepperd
A family portrait and a single
photo started a six month
journey into identifying the
people within the portrait and
the photo which ended in my
cousin threatening to bin it
when we came to so many
dead ends.

The portrait had been
displayed and largely ignored
in my gran and grandad's front
room for around 80+ years. My
aunt Kath age 96 is the last
surviving child of my
grandparents. But having just
started researching the family I
was keen to identify the many
pictures in the house. My aunt
was very proud to be able to
recall their first names. Annie
the nurse, Rev Dick, Prudence
(standing) and their parents
Jinee and Jim sitting, but was
unable to recall their surname
or the time frame when the
picture had been taken. My
cousin Maurice could not recall
the surname, the time frame or
where they may have lived
either.
Both of Kath’s parents
originated from Staffordshire,
Mary Ann (Polly) Wardle came
from Pelsall, Herbert Deakin
from Brereton in Rugeley.

My Cousin thought they may
be Deakins from Rugeley, but
having contacted several
people I drew a blank on the
Deakins. The same happened
with the Wardle side. Both my
cousin and I became more and
more frustrated, and I named
the single portrait of the Rev
Dick as the elusive Rev Dick.
A casual remark about a
cousin of my aunts, Iris,
produced a ray of hope. I could
not recall this person but
gained a phone number and an
address in Baddesley Ensor.
On meeting her I realised that I
had met Iris as a small child
and recalled that her dad and
stepmother were Bert and Ivy
Clarke. I had not seen her for
about 40 years. But later find
out that we had inadvertently
met at some of the functions
we both attended in Baddesley
Ensor without realising that we
were related. It also turned out
she and another cousin of my
aunt were celebrating 90th
birthdays within a week of each
other.
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Armed with a box of photos,
the family portrait, my aunt and
my cousin we went to see Iris
and as soon as she saw the
portrait she said they are the
Shepperds from Pelsall. A
week later we went to the other
90th party of Peggy (nee
Wardle) and her husband Joe
in Pelsall. Again on seeing the
portrait Peggy said they were
Shepperds.
Excited by the positive
identification of the portrait and
the single photo of the Rev
Dick, I typed Richard Shepperd
church minister into Google
and up came his name on a
Methodist ministers meeting in
1965. In that document was the
death of a Richard Shepperd
from Pelsall with the correct
1894 date of birth. Could this
be the elusive Rev Dick?
Inputting his name with Method
Ministers to Google came up
with a website called
myprimitivemethodists. I left a
message on the site for anyone
with any knowledge of this
person to contact me. Within
hours I had an email form
Geoffrey Dickinson, editor of
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that site, and the life story of
Rev Dick slowly unfolded.
Richard was born in the 1st
Quarter of 1894 to James, a
coal mine hewer, and Sarah
Jane Shepherd (nee
Craddock), at Pelsall, a mining
community in Staffordshire. In
1901 age 7 and in 1911 age
17, he resided at Ash tree
street, Pelsall, with his parents
and older sister Rosina
Shepherd (more affectionately
known as Annie) and Prudence
Nellie his younger sister. He
followed his father’s trade by
entering the mining industry
and in 1911 his occupation is
recorded as a motor driver
underground.
In 1919 he started on a
journey, which was to take him
away from the mining industry,
to being a minister in the
Primitive Methodist church. The
Primitive Methodists were a
breakaway movement from the
Wesleyan Methodists formed
from the belief that the
Wesleyan church was not
following the principles as set
out by their founder John
Wesley. The 1st open air
meeting (camp meeting) was
held at Mow Cop in North
Staffordshire in 1807.
John Bourne and William
Clowes are the persons who
supposedly perpetrated the
break away. The word primitive
refers to its belief that they
were the true custodians of the
original form of the Methodist
movement. The Primitive
Methodist ideals were aimed at
the working class and the poor
people of society; there was a
focus on the use of lay persons
and encouragement of
simplicity in both preaching and
dress.

Many believed in justice for the
working class and many went
on to become union leaders
fighting for the rights of working
people. They were however;
quite radical in their thoughts,
as from 1813 they actively
encouraged women to become
preachers, who were either
itinerant ministers (paid to
travel) or local preachers.
However in 1932 the Primitive
Methodist and the Wesleyan
church, from which they had
broken away, and the United
Methodists put behind their
differences to form the
Methodist church of today.
Richard entered the Primitive
Methodist Church in 1919 as a
probationer minister; he
completed a year in circuit at
Hull VI, before going to Hartley
College in Manchester in 1920
where he underwent two years
of ministerial training.
Ministerial candidates were
usually single men, who were
not allowed to marry before
completing their probation
without the permission of the
conference. On completing
their probationary period
members were ordained into
the church.
In 1923 he was centred at
Crewe, this is the same year
that he (now age 29) got
married to Emma JB Wotton, in
the Cannock district of
Staffordshire. They were to
move many times in their
lifetime, having 4 children along
the way. In 1926 he moved to
Mexborough near Doncaster,
for about 5 years before
moving to Tetney in
Lincolnshire in 1931. He only
spent a year there before
moving on to Chesterfield
(Third Circuit) in 1932. In 1936
he went to Alford in
Lincolnshire before moving to
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Gainsborough in Lincolnshire in
1940. In 1944 he moved on to
Stoke, Hanley Circuit, where he
spent around 4 years before
moving to Bournemouth in
1948. He had 3 years there
before moving to Leintwardine
in 1951, this was to be his
longest appointment as a
minister of around 7 years. In
1958, Richard retired, but
remained in the Leintwardine
circuit.
He took early retirement due to
the ill health of his wife. He
died 11th July 1965 in Hereford
and his obituary can be found
in the minutes of the 1966
Methodist Conference; a
volume of the minutes can be
found at Englesea Brook
Museum near Crewe.
Photographs and a short piece
about his life have been added
to the myprimitivemethodists
site whose editor, Geoff
Dickinson, has made all of this
possible by providing much of
the information and for taking
the time to add the photos and
story about Richard to the
myprimitivemethodists website.

Note: In the Methodist Church there is the
following structure.
The local church is the point of
membership.
Groups of churches in a locality form what
is called a circuit. The circuit is an
administrative unit, which effectively
employs the minister(s), gathers the
financial contributions from the churches
and arranges the quarterly preaching plan.
Circuits are grouped together to form
Districts, which hold Synods, typically twice
a year, and sends representatives to
Conference. Each District has a Chairman,
the nearest Methodist equivalent to a
bishop.
The annual Methodist Conference is the
main decision making body for the
Methodist Church. Each year it elects a
President (a Minister) and a Vice-president
(a lay person). The current Vice-President
elect is Dr Jill Barber, the Director of the
Englesea Brook Museum.

Helen Deakin
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New members
No.
2015-01
2015-02
2015-03
2015-04
2015-05
2015-06
2015-07
2015-08
2015-09
2015-10

Name
Miss Helen Smith
Mrs Jane Jones
Mr Colin Leedham
Mr David Cope
Mr Martin Belsham
Mr Martin Elson
Mr Ashley Wheway
Mr Graham Beck
Ms Ann Hansell
Ms Rosemary Hood

Note

Hometown
Australia
New Zealand
Shilton
Birmingham
Faringdon
Rugby
Oakham
Wolverhampton
Balsall Common
Bideford

Full contact details
are on the
members only part
of the website, or
can be obtained by
emailing Dr Eales.

New members' surname interests
No.
2015-02
2015-06
2015-06
2015-06
2015-03
2015-03
2015-03
2015-02
2015-02
2015-03
2015-03
2015-02

Interest Name
CLEOBURY
COTTERELL
ELSON
ELSON
LEEDHAM
LEEDHAM
LEEDHAM
MERCER
REED
WARD
WILSON
WOOD

Parish/ Town

County

Mancetter
Birmingham
Hinckley
ALL
Atherstone
Bentley
Mancetter
Atherstone
Nuneaton
Nuneaton
Nuneaton
Polesworth

WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR
WAR

Time period
1700-1900
1700-1950
1800-1950
1700-1850
1800-1950
1800-1950
1800-1950
1800-1950
1900-1970
1870-1940
1870-1975
1700-1900

Changes to list of members
No.
2013-33
2014-05
2011-42

Name
Mr David Sylvester
Mrs Peta McCauley
Mr Frank & Mrs Janet Price

Hometown
Denbigh
Bedworth
Nuneaton

resigned
resigned
resigned

More festive cards from a
Victorian / Edwardian scrap
book.
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Victorian Christmas
cards from an old
family scrapbook
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